FootGolf Information
FOR FOOTGOLFERS

FOOTGOLF IS PLAYED WITH A SOCCER BALL AND 21" HOLES USING THE SAME GENERAL PRINCIPLES AS GOLF. PLAYERS PLAY 18 HOLES IN ORDER AROUND THE GOLF COURSE STAYING BEHIND THE GROUP OF GOLFERS OR FOOTGOLFERS IN FRONT OF THEM. EACH HOLE STARTS AT A TEE AND IS PLAYED UNTIL THE BALL IS HOLED.

• The tees for our Footgolf holes are defined by the posts with the hole numbers and distances on them. Start the play of a hole by placing your ball on the ground within 2 paces of the post and kick it from there.

• After starting a hole, the player whose ball is farthest from the hole is always next to play. When you are very close to the hole, kick your ball in to get it out of other players’ way.

• If your ball in in the way of another player, you can play your ball first or lift your ball and replace it after the other player plays.

• Soccer cleats are not allowed. Athletic shoes or turf shoes are recommended.

• Shirts with sleeves must be worn. Tee shirts are OK, tank tops are not.

• Stay behind the group in front of you as you play the course, unless they invite your group to pass them. If the course is open in front of your group and golfers or footgolfers are waiting behind your group, you can invite the faster players to pass your group.

• Be careful when retrieving a ball from a water hazard. Place the ball on a level spot near where it entered the water and add one penalty stroke to your score for the hole.

• Play whenever the group in front of you is out of range.

• The holes are mostly located along the side of the golf holes and sometimes to the sides of or behind golf putting greens. The Footgolf flags have the hole numbers on them. On short shots you can remove the flag, or leave it in the hole. If you remove it, please replace it in the hole when your group finishes the hole.

• “Par” is the score a good footgolfer would like to make on a hole. One less than par is called a “Birdie”, one more than par is a “Bogey”.

• Before 11:00 on Saturdays and Sundays is reserved for golf only. Other times are open for golf and footgolf. You can reserve a time to play (make a tee time) up to 6 days in advance. Please contact the golf shop in advance if you are bringing a large group to play.